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ABSTRACT
Big Datasets are endemic, but they are often notoriously difficult to analyse because of their
size, heterogeneity, history and quality. The purpose of this paper is to open a discourse
on the use of modern experimental design methods to analyse Big Data in order to answer
particular questions of interest. By appealing to a range of examples, it is suggested that
this perspective on Big Data modelling and analysis has wide generality and advantageous
inferential and computational properties. In particular, the principled experimental design
approach is shown to provide a flexible framework for analysis that, for certain classes of
objectives and utility functions, delivers near equivalent answers compared with analyses of
the full dataset under a controlled error rate. It can also provide a formalised method for
iterative parameter estimation, model checking, identification of data gaps and evaluation of
data quality. Finally, it has the potential to add value to other Big Data sampling algorithms,
in particular divide-and-conquer strategies, by determining efficient sub-samples.
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1 Introduction
In this ‘Big Data’ age, massive volumes of data are collected from a variety of sources at
an accelerating pace. Traditional measurements and observations are now complemented by
a wide range of digital data obtained from images, audio recordings and other sensors, and
electronic data that are often available as real-time data streams. These are further informed
by domain-specific data sources such as multi-source time series in finance, spatio-temporal
monitors in the neurosciences and geosciences, internet and social media in marketing and
human systems, and ‘omic’ information in biological studies.
Many of these data sets have the potential to provide solutions to important problems in
health, science, sociology, engineering, business, information technology, and government.
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However, the size, complexity, quality and diversity of these data sets often makes them
difficult to process and analyse using standard statistical methods or equipment. It is com-
putationally prohibitive to store and manipulate these large data sets on a single desktop
computer and one may instead require parallel or distributed computing techniques that in-
volve the use of hundreds or thousands of processors. Similarly, the analysis of these data
often exceeds the capacity of standard computational and statistical software platforms, de-
manding new technological or methodological solutions. This motivates the development of
tailored statistical methods that not only address the inferential question of interest, but also
account for the inherent characteristics of the data, address potential biases and data gaps,
and appropriately adjust for the methods used to deal with the storage and analysis of the
data.
A number of break-through approaches have emerged to address these challenges in managing,
modelling and analysing Big Data. With respect to data management, the most popular cur-
rent approaches employ a form of ‘divide-and-conquer’ or ‘divide-and-recombine’ (e.g., Xi et al.
(2010); Guhaa et al. (2012)) in which subsets of the data are analysed in parallel by different
processors and the results are then combined. Similar approaches have also been promoted,
such as ‘consensus Monte Carlo’ (Scott et al., 2013) and ‘bag of little bootstraps’ (Kleiner
et al., 2014), while others have studied the properties of Markov chain Monte Carlo subsam-
pling algorithms (Bardenet et al., 2014, 2015). A canonical implementation of such a system
is Hadoop, which couples a file handling system (HDFS) with a distributed programming
method (MapReduce or its successor YARN) (see, for example, https://hadoop.apache.org/).
The Hadoop framework links to a wide range of data processing and programming tools such
as Hive (a distributable database query language), Mahoot (a scalable machine learning and
data mining library) and Pig (a programming language to handle any type of data). It also
forms the basis for expanding the capability of some existing statistical packages, such as the
R platforms Tessera (http://tessera.io/), RHIPE (Guhaa et al., 2012) and Revolution An-
alytics (http://www.revolutionanalytics.com/). Other Hadoop-like products include Storm,
which is designed for streaming instead of batch data (https://storm.apache.org/). Other Big
Data solutions using R are discussed in the recent article by Lang (2014) and a wide range of
software products can be found on the CRAN page,
https://cran.r-project.org/web/views/HighPerformanceComputing.html.
With respect to modelling, the focus has turned from traditional statistical models to more
scalable techniques that can more successfully accommodate the large sample sizes and high
dimensionality. Some popular classes of scalable methods are based on dimension reduction
such as principal components analysis (PCA) and its variants (Kettaneha et al., 2005; Elga-
mal and Hefeeda, 2015), clustering (Bouveyrona and Brunet-Saumard, 2014), and variable
selection via independence screening (Fan and Lv, 2008; Fan et al., 2011) and least angle
regression (Efron et al., 2004) and their variants. Other methods have been developed for
specific types of data, such as sequential updating for streaming data (Schifano et al., 2014)
or sketching (Liberty, 2013). Many popular statistical software packages such as R are also
starting to include libraries of models for Big Data (Wang et al., 2015). The development of
these methods represents an active point of intersection in both the statistical and machine
learning communities (Leskovec et al., 2014).
Finally, the library of computational algorithms for the analysis of Big Data has also been
multi-focused. Because of the size of the data, traditional estimation methods have been
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overshadowed by optimisation algorithms such as gradient descent and stochastic approxima-
tions (Liang et al., 2013; Toulis et al., 2014) and a wide variety of extensions and alternatives
(Fan et al., 2014; Cichosz, 2015; Suykens et al., 2015). Many algorithms also exploit sparsity
in high-dimensional data to improve speed, efficiency and scalability of algorithms; see, for
example, Hastie et al. (2009).
Summaries of these technological, methodological and computational approaches can be found
in a number of excellent reviews (e.g., Fan et al. (2014); Wang et al. (2015)). Reviews of
discipline-specific methods for analysing Big Data are also emerging (e.g., Yoo et al. (2014);
Gandomi and Haider (2015); Oswald and Putka (2015)). Despite the highlighted advantages,
almost all of these authors concur that substantial challenges still remain. For example, Fan
et al. (2014) identify three ongoing challenges: dealing adequately with accumulation of errors
(noise) and spurious patterns in high-dimensional data; continuing to improve computational
and algorithmic efficiency and stability; and accommodating heterogeneity, experimental vari-
ations and statistical biases associated with combining data from different sources using dif-
ferent technologies. Indeed, given the acceleration of size and diversity of data, it could be
argued that these will remain as stumbling blocks for the foreseeable future.
In this paper, we explore an alternative approach that circumvents or overcomes many of
these issues. We suggest that, depending on the aim of the analysis, one could adopt an
experimental design perspective whereby instead of (or as well as) analysing all of the data,
a sample is drawn in accordance with a sampling plan or experimental design, based on an
identified statistical question and corresponding utility function. The analyses and inferences
are then based on this sample. This allows the analyst to consider the ideal experiment
or sample to answer the question of interest and then ‘lay’ that experiment over the data.
Thus the Big Data management challenge becomes one of being able to extract the required
design points; the modelling problem reduces to a designed analysis with reduced noise and
less potential for spurious correlations and patterns; and the computational problem becomes
much more tractable.
There are many Big Data inferential goals for which this approach might be applicable.
Goals for which design principles and corresponding utility functions are well established
include estimation and testing of parameters and distributions, prediction, identification of
relationships between variables and variable selection. Other aims include identification of
subgroups and their characteristics, dimension reduction and model testing.
The suggested approach can also be considered as a targeted way of undertaking sampling in
divide-and-conquer algorithms or for “sequential learning” in which a given design is applied
to incoming data or new data sets until the question of interest is answered with sufficient
precision or a pre-determined criterion is reached. It can also be used for evaluating the quality
of the data, including potential biases and data gaps, since these will become apparent if the
required optimal or near-optimal design points cannot be extracted from the data.
These ideas are considered in more detail below. The principled design approach is developed
by first reviewing the principles of experimental design, then presenting a number of examples
and closing with a critical discussion.
3
2 Overview of Experimental Design
2.1 Background
Statistical experimental design, which here also includes sampling design, provides rules for
the allocation of resources in a data collection exercise. In a decision theoretic framework, the
design should take into consideration the aim of the experiment and the corresponding cost
function based on the defined experimental units, allowable errors, resource and implemen-
tation constraints, potential sources of heterogeneity and possible biases and other quality
concerns. Optimal designs aim to meet the experimental aim with the least resources, which
are typically measured in terms of sample size and cost. The optimality of an experimental de-
sign is assessed via a utility function or a design criterion, which incorporates the experimental
aims and is specific to the design problem.
In the classical framework, optimal experimental designs are commonly derived using op-
timality criteria that are based on the expected Fisher information matrix (e.g., Fedorov
(1972); Pukelsheim and Torsney (1991); Atkinson and Donev (1992)). Thus a design d may
be optimal if it maximises the utility function U(·) over the design space D:
d∗ = arg max
d∈D
U(d,θ), (1)
where d∗ is the optimal design and θ is the parameter of interest and is fixed. The design d
often represents the chosen values of some covariates of interest, which is what we consider
in this paper. Analytical solutions to equation (1) can only be found in a small number of
design problems, and in most cases, numerical or stochastic search algorithms are required to
find the optimal design.
Pseudo-Bayesian designs are also typically derived by averaging U(d,θ) over a “prior” p(θ)
to account for parameter uncertainty (e.g., Pronzato and Walter (1985)). The word “pseudo”
refers to the fact that the utility may be a function of the likelihood rather than a full Bayesian
posterior. Such approaches are particularly valuable for nonlinear models in that the prior
can be used to overcome the dependence of the design on the parameter values. The optimal
pseudo-Bayesian design d∗ thus maximises the expected utility function U(d) over the design
space D with respect to the model parameter θ:
d∗ = arg max
d∈D
EΘ{U(d,θ)}
= arg max
d∈D
∫
Θ
U(d,θ)p(θ)dθ. (2)
Numerical techniques are often required to solve the expectation and maximisation problem
in equation (2), which are generally computationally intensive since the integral needs to
be solved at each iteration of the search (see Pronzato and Walter (1985); Pronzato and
Zhigljavsky (2012)). Laplace approximations have been used (e.g., Dodds et al. (2005)) to
reduce the computational burden by forming a tractable approximation to the expectation.
Fully Bayesian methods for optimal experimental design (Chaloner and Verdinelli, 1995) have
become more prominent in the literature in recent years (e.g., Amzal et al. (2006), Cook et al.
(2008), Han and Chaloner (2004), Huan and Marzouk (2013), Mu¨ller et al. (2006)). Also see
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a recent review of computational algorithms for Bayesian design given by Ryan et al. (2015b).
Bayesian optimal design involves defining a utility function U(d,θ,y) that describes the worth
(based on the experimental aims) of choosing the design d from the design space D yielding
data y, with model parameter value θ. Bayesian design criteria involve functionals of the
posterior distribution, and are often based upon the expected gain in Shannon information
from the prior to the posterior distribution (also known as the ‘mutual information’ or the
expected ‘Kullback-Leibler distance’) (e.g., Chaloner and Verdinelli (1995)). Bayesian design
criteria are also commonly based on the spread of the posterior distribution, which may be
measured, for example, by the precision or entropy (e.g., Stroud et al. (2001)). A probabilistic
model, p(θ,y|d), is also required. This consists of a likelihood p(y|d,θ) for observing a new
set of measurements y at the design points d, given parameter value θ, and a prior distribution
p(θ) for the parameter θ.
The Bayesian optimal design, d∗, maximises the expected utility function U(d) over the design
space D with respect to the future data y and model parameter θ:
d∗ = arg max
d∈D
E{U(d,θ,y)}
= arg max
d∈D
∫
Y
∫
Θ
U(d,θ,y)p(θ,y|d)dθdy. (3)
The integration is performed over the sample space Y of the data, and the parameter space
Θ. Unless the utility function, likelihood and prior are specifically chosen to enable analytic
evaluation of the integration problem, equation (3) does not usually have a closed form so-
lution. Therefore, numerical approximations or stochastic solution methods are required to
solve the maximisation and integration problem.
Experimental designs are often divided into two groups: static and adaptive (or sequential).
For the former, the same design is used throughout the experimental process, regardless of the
incoming information that is collected from the experiment. These static designs are useful
for experiments in which data are collected in a batch, according to a fixed protocol, or when
it is not time-feasible to collect data sequentially. Adaptive or sequential experimental design
problems are those that involve an alternating sequence of decisions and observations. Instead
of using the same design throughout the experimental process, as in static design problems, the
design which maximises the expected utility is chosen at each stage of experimentation, based
on the outcomes of previous experiments. The Bayesian paradigm is useful for adaptive design
problems since the posterior can be used as the prior distribution for the next experiment.
In some situations one may not be able to sample at specific design points, so “design windows”
or “sampling windows” may instead be required. These consist of a range of near optimal
designs and represent regions of planned sub-optimality. Sampling windows have been used
for the design of population pharmacokinetic studies (e.g., Ogungbenro and Aarons (2007);
Duffull et al. (2012)), which consisted of specific sampling time intervals. These were found
to be more clinically relevant and were generally preferred since unplanned sub-optimality
inevitably occurs when an attempt is made to implement the optimal design at its fixed time
points. The sampling window designs provided flexibility in the collection of the samples and
also provided satisfactory parameter estimation.
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2.2 Experimental design in the context of Big Data
At a high level, the procedures described above can be applied directly to a Big Dataset in
order to obtain an experimentally designed sample. Here we consider a generic procedure
inspired by sequential experimental design procedures in order to obtain a close-to-optimal
sub-sample of the data with respect to a pre-defined goal of the analysis.
Algorithm 1 Proposed algorithm to subset Big Data using experimental design methodology
1: Use a training sample of size nt to obtain θˆ or to form a prior distribution p(θ).
2: while n ≤ N (where n is the current sample size, and N is the desired sample size) or
when a certain criteria is not met do
3: Solve the optimisation problem d∗ = arg maxd∈D E{U(d,θ,y)}. Note that U(d,θ,y)
may not depend on θ and/or y depending on the utility function selected.
4: Find x in the remaining dataset that has not already been sampled such that ||x−d∗||
is minimised. Here x are the values of the covariates of interest that are present in the
dataset. Take the corresponding observation y.
5: Add (x,y) into the training sample/data subset and re-estimate θˆ or update the prior
p(θ) using all available data in the subset. Remove the data (x,y) from the original
dataset.
6: end while
It is interesting to note that when selecting a sub-sample of size nd from the Big Data of size N ,
the optimal search would involve a comparison across all of the
(
N
nd
)
potential designs, which
is computationally prohibitive. Hence we propose to solve an approximate, but computable
design problem, by first searching over all designs d in D, and then subsequently searching
in the Big Dataset for the best matching collection of samples x minimising the distance to
the approximating design solution d∗. If the utility function U(d,θ,y) and model p(θ,y,x)
are “smooth” in the design space d, meaning that for a small change in the design we can
expect a small change in the expected utility, then for Big Data we can expect to lose little
information from using this computable approximation.
For classical analysis problems, the training sample is an important component of the algo-
rithm, since it affects the reliability of the parameter estimates. The training sample size nt
is likely to depend on the quality of the data available and the complexity of the data analysis
that is to be performed. In the context of a Bayesian analysis, the training sample is used
to form a prior distribution. The more data used in the training sample, the more precisely
parameter estimates (classical) or parameters (Bayesian) can be determined, which helps to
facilitate more optimal choices of data to take from the original dataset during subsequent
iterations. However, the training sample is not optimally extracted from the data and there-
fore one may want to limit its size. We suggest that the training data can be selected on the
basis of a design with generally “good” properties, e.g. balance, orthogonality etc.
Line 3 of Algorithm 1 is the most challenging. If the number of design variables (covariates) is
small enough then a simple discrete grid search might suffice to obtain a near-optimal design.
For more complex design spaces, it may be necessary to perform some numerical optimisation
procedure. Some approaches that been used in the classical or Bayesian design literature
consist of the exchange algorithm (e.g., Fedorov (1972)), numerical quadrature (e.g., Long
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et al. (2013)), Markov chain Monte Carlo simulation in an augmented probability model (e.g.,
Mu¨ller (1999)), or sequential Monte Carlo methods (e.g., Ku¨ck et al. (2006); Amzal et al.
(2006)). This step of the algorithm may be computationally intensive and is probably the
largest stumbling block (currently) for the general applicability of our approach. However, we
demonstrate in several case studies in Section 5 that our approach is applicable in a number of
non-trivial settings. Nonetheless, there is interest in developing new approaches to accelerate
this step. We leave this for further research.
To reduce the computational burden to implement Line 4 in Algorithm 1, the data set may
need to be split up amongst multiple CPUs using a framework such as Hadoop. The minimi-
sation problem (Line 4) can be performed on each of the CPUs, and then a minimisation can
be performed over the results of all of the CPUs. This is similar to the “split-and-conquer”
approach (e.g., Xi et al. (2010)). Rather than finding an optimal design that consists of fixed
points, as in Line 3 of Algorithm 1, we could instead find sampling windows, since the optimal
design points d∗ may not be present in the data set, and so we may require regions of near
optimal designs. Moreover, in Line 2, one could instead run the algorithm until the utility
function reached a certain pre-specified value (e.g. a certain level of precision).
2.3 Extensions
There are many ways in which the approach described above can be extended. In addition
to expansions to accommodate more complex experimental aims, the designs and models
can be extended to accommodate features of the obtained data. We discuss three examples:
adjustment for inadequacies in the dataset from which the samples are extracted, extensions
to allow for aggregation of information from different sources, and the inclusion of replication.
The mismatch between the Big Data and the target population is widely acknowledged as
a concern in many disciplines (Wang et al., 2015). Other widely acknowledged inadequacies
include measurement error in variables of interest and missing data. If characteristics of
these attributes are known in advance, they can be included in the design. There is a large
classical literature on adjusting for non-coverage and selection bias in sampling design, for
example through the use of sampling weights (Kish and Hess, 1950; Lessler and Kalsbeek, 1992;
Levy and Lemeshow, 1999), design-adjusted regression and its variants (Chambers, 1988) and
propensity scores (Dagostino, 1998; Austin, 2011). Analogous weighting methods have been
developed to account for missing data and measurement error (Brick and Montaquila, 2009).
A growing literature is also available for Bayesian approaches to weighting (Si et al., 2015;
Gelman, 2007; Oleson et al., 2007).
An alternative to adjusting the design is to augment the corresponding statistical model used
to analyse the extracted data. In a Bayesian framework, this can be implemented through
specification of informative priors in a Bayesian hierarchical or joint model. For example,
Wolpert and Mengersen (2004) derived priors based on published literature to account for
bias and misclassification in observational studies; Richardson and Gilks (1993) introduced
hierarchical models to reduce measurement error and excess variation in broadly available but
inaccurately and imprecisely recorded data; and informative missing data has been accounted
for by Mason et al. (2012) through a full probability model that incorporates a model of
interest and a model for the missing data mechanism. See also Muff et al. (2013) who described
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a fast, efficient method for implementing Bayesian measurement error models using INLA.
In a Big Data context, aggregation of data from different sources can be cumbersome due to the
different characteristics of the datasets and the very large precisions of the obtained parameter
estimates. A designed approach can provide at least partial solutions to these issues. For
example, the experimental design can be augmented to sample efficiently from each data
source, taking into account the characteristics associated with the source and the overall aim of
the analysis. The corresponding statistical model can then be extended hierarchically to allow
for the aggregation (McCarron et al., 2011). One could also conceive this problem as a meta-
analysis, in which each data source is sampled and analysed according to an independently
derived design and the results are combined via a random effects model or similar (Pitchforth
and Mengersen, 2012; Schmid and Mengersen, 2013).
The designed approach can also be augmented to allow for potential deficiencies in the sta-
tistical model. For example, if the data are ‘big enough’, then replicate samples can be
extracted from the data using the same design strategy. The methodology for replication
can be adapted in a straightforward manner from classical design principles (Nawarathna and
Choudhary, 2015). These replicates can be employed for a variety of purposes, such as more
accurate estimation and analysis of sources of variation or heterogeneity in the data, identi-
fication of potential unmodelled covariates or confounders, assessment of random effects, or
evaluation of the robustness of the model itself. They can also be extracted according to
a hyper-design to allow for evaluation of issues such as concept drift, whereby the response
variable changes over time (or space) in ways that are not accounted for in the statistical
model; see Gama et al. (2014) for a recent survey of this issue.
3 Illustrative Examples
In this section we will consider some illustrative examples to demonstrate some potential
uses of our proposed methods, along with some of the issues that may be encountered when
analysing Big Data.
3.1 Illustrative Example 1
Here we consider a simple example in which we are interested in testing the null hypothesis
that µ = µ1 in which µ1 is some constant value, for a particular data set. The alternative
hypothesis is that µ 6= µ1. We wish to know how many observations we need from the Big
(full) Dataset to test this hypothesis. That is, can we obtain similar results if we use a subset
of the data that is extracted from the full data set according to the optimal experimental
design?
In the classical framework, the optimal sample size for hypothesis testing depends on the
alternative hypothesis. Sample sizes are often calculated according to the desired probability
of making a Type I error, the desired level of statistical power, and the estimated effect size,
as well as whether a one-sided or two-sided alternative hypothesis will be used. For our toy
problem of interest, in which we are interested in testing the hypothesis that µ = µ1, we can
examine the effect of an increasing (or decreasing) sample size. When the null hypothesis
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is false, the t-value becomes larger as the sample size increases, and thus, the probability of
correctly rejecting the null increases. As the sample size becomes arbitrarily large, the t-value
grows towards infinity and the p-value converges to zero. This implies that the null will always
be correctly rejected for a large sample. This will be the case for Big Data. However, when
the null hypothesis is true, one cannot increase the sample size to increase evidence for the
null since increasing the sample size does not affect the distribution of p-values (once the
sample size is larger than, say, 30), and so it may be appropriate to subset the data.
In the Bayesian framework, there is no need to specify a particular value of the alternative
hypothesis. Sample size may instead depend upon criteria that are based on the Bayes risk,
which often involve loss functions and sampling cost functions in their specification (e.g.,
Lindley (1997)). Sahu and Smith (2006) investigated prior sensitivity of the Bayes risk used
for sample size calculations and found that the prior had a large influence. Although we are
not specifically concerned with sample size calculations, the results of Sahu and Smith (2006)
suggest that the appropriate size of the subset of the Big Data needs to be considered in light
of the prior information used for analysis.
3.2 Illustrative Example 2
Consider a simple linear regression example in which the expected value is modelled by a
quadratic function. Intuitively, one would expect that predictor values should be collected at
the limits as well as in the centre of the design space. According to classical design theory, this
is the ‘D-optimal’ design for fixed effects models (e.g., Pukelsheim (1993); Tan and Berger
(1999)) (in which the designs were obtained by maximising the determinant of the Fisher
information matrix). Similar results have also been found for Bayesian designs for linear
mixed effects models (e.g., Ryan et al. (2015a)). For models such as these in which one
can determine the optimal designs with relative ease, we can use the optimal designs as a
“template” of sorts to overlay on the data to determine whether the optimal, or near optimal
designs are present, and thus assess the quality of the data. If these design points/windows
are not present, then it may indicate some relevant missingness structures or other biases in
the data.
4 Simulation Study
Here we apply our methods to data that is simulated from a logistic regression model that
contains two covariates, x1 and x2. The following logistic model is used to describe the binary
response variable Yi:
E(Yi) = pii =
exp(θ0 + θ1x1,i + θ2x2,i)
1 + exp(θ0 + θ1x1,i + θ2x2,i)
; Yi ∼ Bernoulli(pii).
We assume that the true parameter values are (θ0, θ1, θ2) = (−1, 0.3, 0.1) and that the sample
size for the full data set is Nf = 10000. The covariates are independently simulated from
U(−5, 5). Here we are interested in finding the ‘best’ N = 1000 observations from the full
data set to precisely estimate the model parameters (θ0, θ1, θ2). We demonstrate the use of
both classical and Bayesian sequential design methods to subset the data.
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4.1 Classical Approach
For illustration, we use Algorithm 1 (with a training sample size of nt = 10) to search for the
optimal design x∗, which consists of values of the covariates for four observations, resulting in
an eight dimensional optimisation problem at each iteration. The optimal design is obtained
using the exchange algorithm of Dror and Steinberg (2006). We use the determinant of the
expected Fisher information matrix as the utility function, whose expression is given by:
|M(x,θ)| = |X′WX|,
where X is the design matrix and W is a diagonal weight matrix. For logistic regressions,
Wii = wipii(1− pii) = wiexp(xiθ)
(1 + exp(xiθ))2
.
This is calculated using a Matlab function that was written by Dror and Steinberg (2006),
which is adapted to search over our design space of interest. The model parameters are
estimated using the “glmfit” function in Matlab.
The final estimates for (θ0, θ1, θ2) that are based on our subset of sizeN = 1000 is (−0.93, 0.32, 0.12),
with an estimated covariance matrix:
cov(θˆ) =
 7.4× 10−3 −1.2× 10−3 −3.0× 10−4−1.2× 10−3 6.0× 10−4 1.0× 10−4
−3.0× 10−4 1.0× 10−4 3.0× 10−4
 .
The MLE based on all the data is (−1.01, 0.31, 0.11) with an estimated covariance matrix:
cov(θˆ) =
 6.3× 10−4 −7.5× 10−5 −2.5× 10−5−7.5× 10−5 8.1× 10−5 7.7× 10−6
−2.5× 10−5 7.7× 10−6 7.0× 10−5
 .
Therefore our method is fairly accurate in this example for subsetting the data so that our
model parameters can be estimated precisely. Trace plots for the estimated θ values at each
iteration are displayed in Figure 1.
The x-values that minimised the Euclidean distance with the optimal designs at each iteration
(and were thus extracted into the subset) are displayed in Figure 2. The optimal design for
the true parameter values was found to be
x∗ =

−3.5895 5.0000
−0.4365 −5.0000
5.0000 −5.0000
5.0000 5.0000
 .
From Figure 2, it appears that our method is extracting data from the initial dataset with a
design generally close to optimal. The determinant of the observed information was 1.2× 109
for our data subset. For comparison, we randomly selected datasets of size 1010 and computed
the determinant of the observed information matrix. Out of 10000 of these datasets, the largest
observed information was 4.9× 108, highlighting the efficiency of our designed approach.
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Figure 1: Trace plots over the iterations of (a) estimated θˆ0 values, (b) estimated θˆ1 values,
and (c) estimated θˆ2 values, obtained using a sequential classical design approach.
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Figure 2: Trace plots of the values of the x variables that minimised the distance to the
optimal design at each iteration (found using the classical approach) for the (a) first, (b)
second, (c) third, and (d) fourth design point for x1, and the (e) first, (f) second, (g) third,
and (h) fourth design point for x2.
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4.2 Bayesian Approach
Here we use an SMC algorithm, similar to that used by Drovandi et al. (2013), in combination
with Algorithm 1 to determine a close-to-optimal subset. For the utility function we use the
inverse of the determinant of the posterior covariance of the model parameters:
U(d,y) = 1/ det(cov(θ|d,y)),
and we are interested in maximising this quantity. Here we extract observations one-at-a-time
until N = 1000 observations are extracted. Therefore at each iteration of Algorithm 1 we
only need to solve a two dimensional optimisation problem (a single value for each of the two
covariates). Here we use a simple grid search where each covariate can take on all integer values
between -5 and 5 (121 possible designs). However, the drawback of the Bayesian approach
is that the utility function is more computationally intensive to optimise, since it involves
many posterior calculations. As in Drovandi et al. (2013), importance sampling is used to
rapidly approximate the necessary posterior distributions. To reflect our lack of knowledge
of the model parameters, we place an independent and vague normal prior (with a variance
of 25) on the model parameters. The prior distribution is used in place of a training sample.
However, it would be possible to also use a training sample to obtain a more precise prior
distribution that can facilitate better decisions post-training. We find that having a training
sample is not necessary here.
The final posterior mean estimates from one run of our sequential design approach for (θ0, θ1, θ2)
are (−1.05, 0.30, 0.09), with an estimated posterior covariance matrix:
cov(θ) =
 1.0× 10−2 −1.8× 10−2 −6.3× 10−4−1.8× 10−2 6.1× 10−4 1.6× 10−4
−6.3× 10−4 1.6× 10−4 3.2× 10−4
 .
The posterior mean estimates based on the full data are (−1.01, 0.31, 0.11), with an estimated
posterior covariance matrix:
cov(θ) =
 6.1× 10−4 −8.5× 10−5 −2.6× 10−5−8.5× 10−5 8.1× 10−5 4.2× 10−6
−2.6× 10−5 4.2× 10−6 6.4× 10−5
 .
This demonstrates that our method is fairly accurate for subsetting the data to precisely
estimate the model parameters.
The x−values that minimised the Euclidean distance with the optimal designs at each iteration
(and were thus extracted into the subset) are displayed in Figure 3(a). From Figure 3(a), it
appears that there are two support points for each x1 and x2, one at either end of the design
region.
The subset obtained from our method is affected by the Monte Carlo variability of the SMC
approximation to the posteriors and also the Monte Carlo variability from the importance
sampling procedure to determine the optimal designs. Thus we repeated our process 1000
times independently. To determine how well our data subsets perform, we compared it to
randomly selected datasets of size 1000 from the original dataset. We obtained 1000 such
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datasets. For each of these randomly chosen datasets we estimated the posterior distribution
via SMC, which is then used to estimate the utility function. The distribution of the utility
values obtained from our subsets is compared with that of the random datasets in Figure
3 (b). It can be seen that our data subset outperforms the randomly selected designs as it
generally produces a higher utility value then the randomly chosen datasets. That is, the data
subset that was obtained using experimental design methodologies was more suitable than a
randomly selected subset of data for precisely estimating the model parameters.
5 Case Studies
The three case studies (with an additional case study in the appendix) described here show-
case the principled design approach applied to real data. Static and sequential designs are
illustrated, along with a number of computational algorithms. For the purposes of cohe-
sion and comparison, the first two studies employ logistic regression models to predict risk of
death and mortgage default, whereas the third study employs a more challenging mixed effects
model. The cases differ with respect to the study aims, which comprise a two-way analysis
of variance, variable selection and precise regression parameter estimation. Comparisons are
also made with results obtained from analysing the full (Big) data.
5.1 Case Study 1
Here we will demonstrate our approach on a data set of colorectal cancer patients in Queens-
land, Australia obtained from a population-based cancer registry administered by the Cancer
Council Queensland. The data set used for this study contains 26182 observations that con-
sists of a 10-year ‘at-risk’ period of data (cases could be diagnosed in the 2 years preceding
the start of the at-risk period), and censoring occurs after 5 years (or at the end of the at-risk
period, whichever comes first). The data set contains information relating to the patients’
age, sex, whether they were censored or died, their survival time, and their hazard or risk of
death (given their age, sex, and the time period). The risk of death is calculated from life
tables using population data and mortality data.
For this example, we are interested in determining whether there are differences in the risk of
death between the different age groups and genders. A two-way ANOVA model (with both
main effects and interactions) will be used to model the data and answer our question of
interest. If one was interested in modelling the survival time or the relative survival of the
cancer patients, then more complex models, such as flexible parametric survival models (e.g.,
Nelson et al. (2007); Royston and Lambert (2011)) could be used.
A full factorial ANOVA design (balanced design) is proposed to determine whether any dif-
ferences exist in the risk of death between the different age groups and genders. As a proof-
of-concept of our design approach for Big Data, we investigate analysing a small fraction, say
less than 5%, of the full data set to determine our analysis aims. Specifically, for this case
study, 167 data points were allocated to each of the six groups (see Table 1) yielding a total
of 1002 observations in the subset of the Big Data.
Using the design displayed in Table 1, we randomly sample 167 observations from the full
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Gender
Male Female
≤ 60 167 167
Age 61-70 167 167
Over 70 167 167
Table 1: Balanced design for ANOVA displaying the number of observations that are allocated
to each combination of the factor levels.
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Figure 4: (a) Boxplot of the log hazard of death for each age group, (b) Boxplot of the log
hazard of death for each sex, (c) Interaction plot comparing the sexes across the age groups
for the log hazard of death.
data set for each of the six combinations of the factor levels and add them to the data subset.
We are interested in testing the following hypotheses for the data set:
• HI : There are no interaction effects, i.e., the effects of age (group) and gender are
additive.
• HA: There are no differences in the mean risk of death amongst the different age groups,
i.e., µ≤60 = µ61−70 = µ>70.
• HS : There are no differences in the mean risk of death between males and females, i.e.,
µmale = µfemale.
We consider the following model specification to test our hypotheses of interest for the log
risk of death, Y , for the ith observation:
E(Yi,j,k) = µ+ agegroupj + sexk + (agegroup× sex)j,k; j = 1, 2, k = 1.
Figure 4(a) demonstrates that the hazard of death appears to increase with age and Figure
4(b) demonstrates that males appear to have a higher risk of death than females. From Figure
4(c), it appears that a slight interaction effect may be present.
The mean risk of death was found to be statistically significantly different between the age
groups (p < 0.001), as well as between the sexes (p < 0.001). An interaction effect between
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age group and sex was also found to be statistically significant (p = 0.0344). Analysis of
residual plots indicate satisfactory model fit.
The same ANOVA model is fitted to the full data set and we again find that the mean risk of
death was significantly different between the age groups (p < 0.001), as well as between the
sexes (p < 0.001), and an interaction effect between age group and sex was present (p < 0.001).
5.2 Case Study 2 - Mortgage default
In this case study, we consider the simulated mortgage defaults data set found here:
http://packages.revolutionanalytics.com/datasets/. The scenario is that data have
been collected every year for 10 years on mortgage holders, and contains the following vari-
ables:
• default: a 0/1 binary variable indicating whether or not the mortgage holder defaulted
on the loan (response variable);
• creditScore: a credit rating (x1);
• yearsEmploy: the number of years the mortgage holder has been employed at their
current job (x2);
• ccDebt: the amount of credit card debt (x3);
• houseAge: the age (in years) of the house (x4); and
• year: the year the data were collected
The proposed model for the binary outcome is the logistic regression model, with the above
covariates as main effects (credit rating, years employed, credit card debt and house age) po-
tentially significantly influencing the probability of defaulting. To determine which covariates
influence the response, we focus on the default data for the year 2000 which contains 1,000,000
records. To investigate this through a designed approach, we need prior information about
the parameter values (and the appropriate model/s for data analysis). For this example, we
propose to extract a random selection of 10,000 data/design points from the full dataset in
an initial learning phase. Other approaches may provide more desirable results. For exam-
ple, one could extract data/designs based on a central composite design (Myers et al., 2009).
Such designs consist of three types of design points; factorial design points (two levels), center
points and axial points (extreme levels of a factor with all other factors set to their center),
and have been used extensively in response surface methodology for describing and/or de-
termining the existence of curvature in the response surface. Other alternative approaches
include factorial designs (Myers et al., 2009), latin hypercube designs (McKay et al., 1979)
and Box-Behnken designs (Box and Behnken, 1960). However, some care should be taken
in this initial learning phase so that desirable results are obtained. Of interest, for learning
about the parameter values for the logistic GLM, Woods et al. (2006) showed that two-level
factorial designs generally yield poor results. As such, these may not be the best choice in
this example.
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The next step was to ‘value add’ to the information gained from the initial learning phase
through our sequential design process. To undertake this, it is useful to develop prior dis-
tributions about the model/s appropriate for data analysis and the corresponding parameter
values based on the extracted data. The primary motivation for this is the avoidance of
the computational burden associated with continually considering a potentially large dataset
within a (full) Bayesian analysis. To facilitate this, maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs)
of parameters (and standard errors) were found for all competing models. Prior information
about the parameters was then constructed by assuming all parameters follow a normal dis-
tribution with the mean being the MLE and the standard deviation being the standard error
of the MLE.
We now apply a sequential design of experiments approach to determine which model from
a candidate set is preferred for data analysis. Here, we assumed that at least one covariate
influences the probability of defaulting on a mortgage meaning that a total of 15 (equally
likely) models were considered in the candidate set. To facilitate this, we consider the SMC
algorithm and the mutual information utility for model discrimination from Drovandi et al.
(2014). This utility favours designs which maximise the expected information in the model
indicator upon the observation of additional data. Thus, in using this utility, one expects to
efficiently learn about the preferred model for data analysis. We propose here that, at each
iteration, a single design point is chosen from the full data set. The potential design points
are all combinations of the following covariate levels (formed by inspecting the full data set):
Covariate Levels
creditscore −4,−3,−2,−1,−0.5, 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4
houseAge −3,−2,−1,−0.5, 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 3
yearsemploy −3,−2,−1,−0.5, 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4
ccDebt −3,−2,−1,−0.5, 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4
This results in the consideration of 9,900 potential design points at each iteration of the
sequential design. To locate the optimal choice, an exhaustive search was undertaken of all
potential designs, and the design which yielded the maximum utility value was chosen as
optimal. The iterative sequential design process was run until 10,000 additional data points
were selected. Once these data were combined with those from the initial learning phase, we
will have analysed less than 1% of the data available. At each iteration, the posterior model
probabilities for each of the 15 models were recorded. These are shown for a selection of
models in Figure 5.
From Figure 5, only two candidate models are shown as these are essentially the two preferred
models throughout the sequential design process. These two models are: the model 13 (with
credit score, years employed and credit card debt included) and model 15 (the full model).
Until around 6,000 iterations, it appears as though model 13 is the preferred model. After this
point, model 15 becomes the preferred model. This is presumably because of the relatively
small estimated effect of house age (which is the only covariate that does not appear in model
13). After an additional 10,000 data points have been observed, we are relatively confident
that model 15 is the preferred model.
At each iteration, the Euclidean distance (defined in line 4 of Algorithm 1) between the
Bayesian optimal design and the corresponding extracted design was recorded. This is shown
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Figure 5: Posterior model probabilities for models 13 and 15 over 10,000 iterations of the
sequential design process for the mortgage default case study.
in Figure 6 plotted against the extracted design, by covariate. Ideally, one would like to observe
small Euclidean distances through all iterations. Unfortunately, this was not observed in this
study. For example, from Figure 6(d), some selected designs around 0 to 4 were relatively
far from the optimal. Further, designs selected in the extreme low area of this covariate
are generally far from the optimal. This would have resulted in sub-optimal subsetting but
may identify that more data are needed in certain regions of the covariate space to efficiently
determine which model is preferred for data analysis.
Thus, in this mortgage case study, through analysing less than 1% of the full data set, we
were able to collect informative data to determine, with confidence, the preferred model for
data analysis, and also identify potential ‘holes’ in the full data set in regards to our analysis
aim. In the appendix, we perform a similar experimental design analysis on a dataset for
airline arrivals.
5.3 Case Study 3
To illustrate the method with a more complex statistical model, we consider an analysis per-
formed on accelerometer data (see e.g. Trost et al. (2011)). Here 222 participants performed
a series of 12 different activities at four different time points, approximately one year apart.
The age range of the data was 5 to 18 years old. The purpose of the analysis was to assess
the performance of 4 different so-called ‘cut-points’, which are used to predict the type of
activity performed based on the output of the accelerometer. Each individual at each time
point performed all 12 activities and all 4 cut points are applied (there were some missing
classification responses that were discarded). There are roughly 35000 observations in the
dataset. Note that although this sample size is not as large as in the previous case study, we
show that it is more than adequate to demonstrate the methodology.
A logistic regression mixed effects model was fitted to the data that included age as a contin-
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uous covariate (linear in the logit of the probability of correct classification), and the type of
activity (12 levels) and the cut-point (4 levels) as factor variables. The model also included
all two-way interactions, which resulted in a total of 63 fixed effects parameters. A nor-
mal random intercept was included for each participant, with a mean of zero and a variance
hyperparameter that required estimation.
Here we assume that interest is in estimating the age effect (both main and interaction effects,
consisting of 15 fixed effects parameters). Thus for our utility we considered one divided by the
determinant of the posterior covariance matrix for these 15 parameters, and aimed to maximise
this utility. For our approach we took a pilot dataset consisting of roughly 500 observations
where a full replicate was taken from different individuals at ages 6 to 18 years with an
increment of two years. Then we performed our sequential design strategy to continually
accrue data until at least 3000 observations are obtained. Thus we attempted to obtain a
close-to-optimal sub-sample of size 3000 to precisely estimate the age related parameters. At
each iteration we determined which age (between 6 and 18 with 2 year increments) to guide
the next selection of data. Note that we took all the data from the individual with the closest
age to the optimal design selected (48 observations when a full replicate is available). Note
that we did not force data to be collected from different individuals then what has already
been collected in the sub-sample. It turns out that the optimal design concentrates around
the boundaries of the age range, so that naturally the sub-sampled data are usually taken
from different individuals. However, a different design strategy could be adopted where data
is taken from an individual who is not already present in the sub-sample with the closest age
to the optimal design. Ryan et al. (2015a) considered Bayesian design for mixed effects models
and found that it is not obvious whether to sample a few individuals heavily or sample many
individuals sparsely, highlighting the importance of optimal Bayesian design in the context of
mixed effects models.
We required a fast method to approximate the posterior distribution. Here we used the
integrated nested Laplace approximation (INLA, Rue et al. (2009)). Note that high accuracy
of the posterior distribution is not required, it is only necessary that the method produces the
appropriate ranking of potential designs. To estimate the utility at some proposed age, we took
only a single sample from the current INLA posterior distribution and simulated a full replicate
for a new individual at that age and estimated the new posterior distribution based on all the
data in the sub-sample so far and the simulated data. This is performed for each proposed
age, and the age that produces the highest utility is selected. We found that it is sufficient
to use a single simulation to obtain a close-to-optimal design. A more precise determination
of the optimal design could be obtained by considering more posterior predictions. The only
stochastic part of the algorithm is the fact that we only draw a single posterior simulation.
To investigate the variability in the utility of the subsetted data determined from the optimal
design, we repeated our process 20 times.
Figure 7 shows the estimated utility for each proposed age at different stages of the algorithm
for 1 of the 20 runs. It is evident that it is not difficult to estimate the optimal age to select,
even with a single posterior simulation. We compared our sub-sample with two other more
standard designs. The first (design 1) takes a completely random sample without replacement
of the data with the same size as our optimally designed sub-sample. The second design
(design 2) randomly samples without replacement from the unique combinations of individuals
and age (with all the data taken at that combination) until a sample size not less than the size
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of the optimally designed sub-sample is taken. Designs 1 and 2 are repeated 1000 times. The
boxplots of the estimated utilities for these two design schemes together with that obtained
from the optimal design procedure are shown in Figure 8(a). It is evident that the optimally
designed sub-sample approach leads to a much higher utility than those taken from designs
1 and 2. The actual ages selected by the algorithm over the iterations for one of the runs is
shown in Figure 8(b). It is evident that the optimal ages to sample are generally at the age
boundaries.
6 Discussion
This paper has explored the concept of a designed approach to analysing Big Data in order to
answer specific aims. The proposed approach exploits established ideas in statistical decision
theory and experimental design. The decision-theoretic framework facilitates formal articu-
lation of the purpose of the analysis, desired decisions and associated utility functions. This
forms the basis for designing an optimal or near-optimal sample of data that can be extracted
from the Big Dataset in order to make the required decisions. Under this regime, there is
no need to analyse all of the Big Data. This has potential benefits with respect to data
manipulation, modelling and computation. The extracted sample of data can be analysed
according to the design, avoiding the need to accommodate complex features of the Big Data
such as variable data quality, aggregated datasets with different collection methods and so
on. The model can be extended in a more deliberate and structured manner to accommodate
remaining biases such as non-representativeness or measurement error, and the design can be
replicated to facilitate critical evaluation of issues such as model robustness and concept drift.
Consideration of the issue of model fit serves to illustrate the potential versatility of the
designed approach to Big Data analysis. A natural by-product of the analysis of Big Data is
very little statistical uncertainty in the model. However, this rarely reflects reality: in practice,
we know that the model can be wrong in many ways. Through the designed approach, the
aim of assessing model robustness can be incorporated into the design, in particular into the
utility function, and a corresponding optimal sample can be extracted that will facilitate this
investigation. Similarly, the experimental design can incorporate posterior predictive checks,
or include a hold-out sample drawn from the Big Data to learn about posterior predictive
goodness of fit. Indeed, the utility function can be used as a vehicle to express a very wide
range of statistical ambitions.
In relation to model choice, case study 2 investigated discriminating between rival (nested)
regression models to determine which model, out of a candidate set, was preferred for analysis.
In our case, the model selected was the full model. One wonders whether this may generally
be the case for Big Data analysis as, typically, quite small effect sizes are deemed significant.
As such, the consideration of quite reduced models (for example, one or two factors) in
discriminating between nested regression models may not be needed. Further, it would be
interesting to explore whether alternative priors, such as spike and slab priors, would yield
different results and/or be more useful for discriminating between nested regression models.
In such a case, one would not need to employ an initial learning phase, but rather just define
an appropriate prior. This is an avenue for future research.
We do not advocate that the designed approach will solve all of the problems associated with
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Figure 7: Estimated (log) utility values for each proposed design (age) at iteration 10 (a), 20
(b), 30 (c) and 40 (d) of the optimal design sub-sampling algorithm for the cut-point dataset.
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Figure 8: Results from the sub-sampling optimal design process for the cut-point dataset. (a)
Comparison of utilities of sub-samples obtained from designs 1 and 2 with the utilities of the
sub-samples obtained from the optimal design process. (b) Ages selected from the dataset
during the optimal design sub-sampling process.
Big Data. If there is no information about the coverage of the Big Data with respect to
the target population, or if variables that are considered to be important for the problem at
hand are not available in the Big Data, then the analyst has to think harder. However, these
problems would still be present in an analysis of the whole of the Big Dataset. Moreover, the
designed approach might allow the analyst to evaluate the scale of these problems through
replicating the sample, identifying proxy variables, or devising informative priors in a Bayesian
framework. If no such solution can be found, the final decision may be to abandon the analysis.
In this case, the designed approach has helped to reach that decision by encouraging careful,
structured considerations about the problem before implementing a large-scale, flawed analysis
of the whole dataset.
This discussion motivates another view of the designed approach: not as a substitute for the
Big Data analysis, but as a complementary evaluation. Thus the question of interest can be
investigated in multiple ways and although the same data are being used for both analyses,
the insights and inferences drawn from the two approaches can potentially provide a deeper
understanding of the problem. Depending on the size of the Big Data, if one preferred to
undertake the analyses using separate datasets then the designed sample could be extracted
for one analysis and the remaining data used for the (slightly smaller) Big Data analysis.
Such mixed strategies overcome the problems of not wanting a full randomisation approach
as in divide-and-recombine approaches since these may miss part of the model space, and
simultaneously not wanting a fully designed approach since the lack of randomisation may
result in missing unknown important variables. Of course, as discussed above, systemic biases
will not be avoided by these strategies, but arguably they would also not have been avoided
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by undertaking a single analysis of the Big Data.
Extending this discussion further, the experimental design methodology could also be in-
corporated in other Big Data algorithms, in particular the divide-and-conquer, divide-and-
recombine and consensus Monte Carlo techniques mentioned in Section 1. A shared feature of
these algorithms is the practice of subsampling the Big Data. A designed approach to choos-
ing these sub-samples has the potential to substantially increase the accuracy and precision
of the resultant estimates, with less computational and analytic cost.
The designed approach has been illustrated through a range of examples. While the ‘Big Data’
on which these examples are based may not be big or complex compared to other available
datasets, they are ‘big enough’ for the purposes of illustrating the approach. Indeed, given
that substantial gains can be made even with these data, it is anticipated that the gains will
increase for these larger problems since the designs quickly escape the need for finite population
corrections and become independent of the size of the population size. Notwithstanding this,
application of the designed approach for substantive Big Data problems is a topic of current
interest. Similar interest is in developing principles for other types of models, such as those in
which the parameter space grows with the sample size, as in time series for example. Finally,
there is real interest in extending the designs to different data types, such as streaming data
using sequential and adaptive designs, aggregated genomics data using hierarchical designs
and geostatistical data using spatio-temporal designs.
We did not include any information regarding comparisons of run times between our designed
approach and an analyse that considers the full dataset. The reason is that such comparisons
will depend on a multitude of factors: implementation specifics, size of the original dataset,
complexity of the model of interest, type of experimental design approach considered, aim of
the analysis etc. Further, we have presented throughout the paper various advantages to the
designed approach for subset selection that are not computational. An additional advantage
is that the design generated could be re-used or harnessed for future/other datasets collected
under similar conditions.
Similar ideas of designed subsampling of Big Data have been developed in other contexts.
For example, experimental design has been performed for large datasets arising in computer
experiments (e.g., Gittins (1979); Scott (2010)). Matching cases and controls via propensity
scoring can also be seen as a form of designed sampling of Big Data (Austin, 2011). However,
to our knowledge, the experimental design and decision theoretic approach has not previously
been used as a means of sampling large data sets for statistical analysis.
Although their commentary is from the perspective of social scientists and media researchers,
Wang et al. (2015) articulate a number of concerns with Big Data analysis that are shared
by many research and practice communities. Their concerns include the following: a model
based purely on Big Data ignores other theories and disciplines; Big Data can give a false
impressions of accuracy and objectivity; Big Data can lose its meaning when it is taken out of
context; and unequal access to Big Data can create new digital divides. The principled design
approach suggested in this paper might provide at least partial relief from these concerns. For
example, the focus of the model can remain on the other theories and disciplines, since the
theories can inform the models which inform the design which then inform the sampling and
hence the analyses. The second and third points can be addressed by smaller, more targetted
and design-induced samples. Finally, it may be that access might be more willingly granted
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to subsets of data rather than the dataset as a whole. Thus a principled experimental design
approach holds promise in assuaging these and other similar concerns about Big Data analysis
across the span of disciplines.
We reiterate that this approach applies to only a subset of problems that might be of interest in
the modelling and analysis of Big Data. The focus on sampling according to an experimental
design implies that there is a specific aim and utility underlying the analysis. A wide class of
other problems exist that are more focused on exploratory analyses, with the aim of ‘mining’
the data. These more unstructured analyses are valuable, but are less amenable to design.
Having said this, the principles of sampling design might still provide guidance in selecting
high quality, informative data to best answer the question at hand. Ongoing research is
required to establish optimal procedures in this setup.
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Coef 95% CI SE p
β0 -1.57 (−1.58,−1.57) 0.0014 < 0.0001
β1 0.49 (0.48, 0.49) 0.0014 < 0.0001
β2 0.15 (0.145, 0.149) 0.0011 < 0.0001
β3 0.09 (0.09, 0.10) 0.0038 < 0.0001
β4 -0.02 (−0.02,−0.01) 0.0026 < 0.0001
Table 2: A summary of results obtained from analysing the full airlines dataset.
Appendix
Ensuring on-time arrivals of flights is a key performance indicator for almost all airlines
and airports (Wu and Mengersen, 2013). In addition to incurring a substantial financial
penalty, failure to arrive and depart within a specific time window induces a range of oper-
ational, social and economic costs. As such, this study focuses on modelling on-time perfor-
mance of flights in the USA, based on a dataset extracted from the public site http://stat-
computing.org/dataexpo/2009/the-data.html, which comprises over 160 million records for
the years 1987 to present. These data have been used by a range of authors to illustrate
methods for analysing Big Data; see for example, Wang et al. (2015). We follow these authors
by creating a binary response variable denoting late arrival, defined as a plane arriving more
than 15 minutes after the scheduled arrival time (y = 1) or not (y = 0). Two binary covariates
were considered, namely departure time (x3 = 1 if departure occurred between 8pm and 5am
and 0 otherwise) and weekend (x4 = 1 if departure occurred on weekends and 0 otherwise),
and two continuous covariates departure hour (x1, DepHour, range 0 to 24) and distance from
origin to destination (x2 in 1000 miles). For the purposes of illustration, we focus on the year
1995 which has a total of 5,229,619 observations. For interest, the results which were obtained
from analysing the full dataset based on the model given by Wang et al. (2015) are shown in
Table 2. These results were obtained by fitting a full main effects logistic regression model
using maximum likelihood techniques.
From Table 2, the probability of a late departure increases with departure hour and miles
from the destination. Further, departures between 8pm and 5am have a greater chance of a
late departure, while weekends generally have fewer late departures. We note that x1 and x2
were scaled to have a mean of 0 and a variance of 1.
In order to undertake Bayesian design in this context, prior information needs to be con-
structed. As we assume no prior knowledge about the influence of covariates on late arrivals
was available, we employ an initial learning phase where data are extracted from the Big Data
so that relatively informative priors can be considered. The design proposed for this initial
learning phase is a random selection of 10,000 data points. In terms of building a model,
Wang et al. (2015) proposed that the full main effects model was appropriate for analysis.
Here, we assume it is of interest to determine whether a more complex model is preferred
(for the data collected in 1995). This more complex model can take a variety of forms, how-
ever, we chose the full main effects model plus a quadratic term for x1 so that we might be
able to determine if curvature exists between x1 and the log odds of late departure. This
covariate was specifically chosen as it represents departure hour, and seems doubtful that a
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Covariate Levels
x1 −3,−2,−1,−0.5, 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 3
x2 −1,−0.5, 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4
x3 0, 1
x4 0, 1
Table 3: The levels of each covariate available for selection in the sequential design process.
linear relationship with the log odds would be maintained for all departure hours (particularly
as departure hour is across all 24 hours in a day). Thus, in this work, two models will be
considered. To construct prior distributions about the parameter values, multivariate normal
distributions were constructed based on maximum likelihoods fits to the extracted data. That
is, for each model, the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) was chosen as the mean and the
inverse of the observed Fisher information matrix was used as the variance-covariance matrix.
The main reason for forming parametric priors here is to avoid keeping a (potentially large)
record of the extracted data throughout the sequential design process.
Following the initial learning phase, our sequential design process was run for the extraction
of an additional 5,000 data points to explore what our methods might reveal. For this study,
we consider the two models outlined above within the sequential design. To determine if a
more complex model is needed to appropriately describe the data, the model discrimination
utility of Drovandi et al. (2014) was implemented for design selection. The designs available
for selection at each iteration of our sequential design process are all combinations of the
covariate levels shown in Table 3 resulting in a total of 288 choices. To determine which
design was optimal, we implemented an exhaustive search of all potential designs.
Once an optimal design was located, the airline dataset was subsetted based on the combi-
nation of x3 and x4. Then, the Euclidean distance from the optimal design and each design
point in this reduced dataset was calculated. The design which yielded the smallest Euclidean
distance from the optimal was extracted. In this way, optimal values for x3 and x4 were al-
ways equal to the corresponding values in the extracted design. The only discrepancies that
may appear will therefore be for x1 and x2.
Figure 9 shows the posterior model probabilities for the model derived by Wang et al. (2015)
and our more complex model throughout the design process. Despite the design process being
run for the inclusion of an additional 5,000 data points, only 1,000 iterations are shown. This
is because it appears that after only 200 iterations, we are quite certain that the more complex
model is preferred for analysis. Given this, it may be difficult to properly interpret the results
from fitting only the main effects model.
Figure 10 shows the optimal designs against the actual designs extracted from the Big Data.
Ideally, there would be a one-to-one relationship in each plot. This ideal situation certainly
appears reasonable for x2. However, there are noticeable variations for x1. For example,
extreme negative values of this covariate were selected as optimal throughout the design
process. However, there were occasions where the extracted data points were quite far from
the optimal. This suggests that, despite there being over 5 million data records in this Big
Data, there is a potential lack of data on early morning flights. Fortunately, given the results
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Figure 9: Posterior model probabilities for the model given by Wang et al. (2015) (‘-’) and a
more complex model (- -’) for the airline example.
in Figure 9, this potential lack of data did not appear to reduce our ability to quickly determine
that a more complex model is needed.
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Figure 10: Optimal design versus selected design points for (a) departure hour and (b) miles
from destination.
In summary, by considering less than 1% of the Big Data collected on late arrivals of airline
flights, we were able to determine that a more complex model than what has been proposed
in the literature is required for data analysis. Further we were able to identify that additional
data may be required in specific areas of the covariate space in order to efficiently answer
model choice problems like the one considered here.
The importance of obtaining an appropriate model or set of models for consideration in our
sequential design process cannot be understated. In fact, we do not advocate that our more
complex model is the most appropriate for analysis as our aim was just to determine if a more
complex model was required. It is worth noting that we could use our designed approach in
order to identify inadequacies in terms of model fit with a small amount of data. As shown
here, an approach that considers efficient design for models that include more complex terms
should help us to reveal the poor fit of the model with only, say, linear terms. Additionally,
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we could similarly rule out additionally more complex models through iteratively considering
more complex models.
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